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INTRODUCTION

With the advent of the computer has come the science 
of operations research. Complex business problems of a 
quantifiable nature, which in the past required days or 
weeks of rigorous mathematical calculations to solve, can 
now be simulated in minutes through the use of the computer. 
This is accomplished by developing a computer model. 
Essentially, this involves expressing in mathematical form 
a given set of circumstances which we wish to simulate.
Given the mathematical description of the problem, a 
computer program is written which will accept variable 
inputs to the models' equations, solve for the unknowns, 
and provide values for the unknowns being sought. Through 
the use of such computer models, business managers can 
better assess the long-term impact of short-term decisions, 
thereby avoiding decisions which would in the long run be 
detrimental to the firm. This paper will be devoted to 
an analysis of one such computerized business model, 
specifically a marketing model utilized by Northern Natural 
Gas Company of Omaha, Nebraska to project future populations 
for geographic areas served by the firm. Through this 
analysis it is hoped that a greater appreciation might be 
gained as to the usefulness of the modeling approach as
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a management tool. Certainly, in this age of accelerating 
technological change, effective management without the use 
of this powerful tool becomes increasingly difficult. 
Before proceeding to the paper proper, I would like to 
give credit to the many employees of Northerns' marketing 
and business systems departments who provided invaluable 
guidance in the formulation of this analysis. Without it, 
the task would have been greatly complicated.
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DESCRIPTION OF PROBLEM

Need For Small Area Projections
In analyzing the future demand in any geographic area, 

it is necessary to have estimates of the area's population 
and the probable distribution of ages characterizing it. 
Marketing personnel can use such information to more 
accurately determine the quantities of the company’s goods 
and services which will be needed by the residents of its 
market. Public and private industrial development special
ists may find demographic data valuable in describing 
potential market and labor force characteristics to clients. 
Likewise, population projections can help local and regional 
planners to predict the need for public service facilities, 
e.g. schools, and the demand for certain private service 
facilities, e.g. nursing homes.

Currently published population projections are for 
entire states or the nation and in many cases do not meet 
the needs of planners and developers. Therefore, Northern 
Natural Gas Company undertook a project to estimate the
population by age and sex of each county in Northern's 

1service region for any year ahead of the latest census.

■''The "service area" is comprised of the states Iowa, 
Kansas, Minnesota, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, 
Wisconsin and the 15 counties of the Upper Peninsula of 
Michigan.
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To achieve this end, it was necessary to develop a mathe
matical model which could be simulated through the use of 
Northern's computer facilities.

Method Used to Make Projections
Two alternative approaches to population forecasting 

were investigated by Northern for possible use in a small 
area projection model - the compound growth rate method 
and the component method. While each procedure has its 
advantages and disadvantages, the latter method was ultimately 
chosen for the reasons discussed below.

Compound Growth Rate Method
The compound growth rate method employs the rate of 

population change in a region between two points in time 
to forecast the probable number of inhabitants in that 
area at some future time. Growth in this scheme may be 
viewed as occurring continuously during the base period 
(the time span between census counts) or it may be thought 
of as occurring at discrete points during this interval.
The former assumption best fits the reality of the growth 
process while the latter assumption best reflects the 
actuality of recorded data. If a continuous process is 
postulated, the rate of population change is determined
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by solving the equation P1/P0=ern where PQ and are the
populations of the areas at the beginning and the end of
the base period, r is the unknown rate of growth, and n
is the number of time intervals, e.g. years, in the base
period. The estimated number of residents in the area at
some future time, Pfc, is then given by the formula 

rtPt=P1e . When a discrete growth pattern is postulated, 
r is found from the equation P^/PQ=(1+r)n and the expected 
inhabitant count is given by P^=(1+r)tP^. Because of its 
simplicity and limited data requirements, the compound 
growth rate method is useful for projecting the population 
of a single municipality or minor civil division. However, 
the forecasts developed by this approach lack the detail 
needed for many analytical purposes. Additionally, 
correction of estimates made using this method for recent 
trends in a particular demographic characteristic, e.g. 
birth rates, may be accomplished only by somewhat arbitrary 
changes in r, the growth rate.

Component Method
The component method of population forecasting was 

the method chosen for use in Northern's projection model. 
This approach relies upon careful projection of quantitative
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measures of the human characteristics which effect population 
changes. Gauges of fertility, mortality, and mobility are 
applied to the population of an area in order to estimate 
the probable number of residents in that area one year 
hence. A general formulation of the component method would 
be the expression Pt=(1+F+D+M)Pt_1. "Pt" is the estimate 
number of residents in an area at time "t" and Pt-1 is the 
number of inhabitants, known or estimated, in the area in 
the previous period. "F" is a measure of fertility such 
as the crude birth rate, the general fertility rate or total 
fertility rate. These parameters will be discussed in 
detail in the course of this analysis. "D" is a measure 
of mortality such as the crude death rate or a life expectancy 
probability. "M" is a measure of migration, usually the net 
migration rate. One of the advantages of using the component 
approach rather than the simpler compound growth rate 
formulation is that recently observed or expected changes 
in any of the three primary demographic factors may be 
incorporated directly into the model by adjusting the birth, 
death, and mobility parameters. Another advantage of this 
method is that it can provide detailed population estimates, 
i.e. age and sex specific values. Finally, a large amount 
of related demographic data, e.g. number of births, can be



developed as a residual of the projection process when the 
component method is employed.
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While the approach chosen undoubtedly provides the 
most accurate and useful forecasts, it does have two dis
advantages when employed to project the populations of a 
large number of small areas. First, the data requirements 
of the component method are considerably greater than those 
of the alternative approach. Second, it is a massive task 
to analyze and project each of the parameters for each area
of interest.
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DISCUSSION OF PARAMETERS

Because projections were required for a large number 
of small areas, any in-depth analysis of the demographic 
characteristics of each area was impossible. Instead, the 
properties of the states and metropolitan-nonmetropolitan 
groups of counties in Northern's service region were studied 
in order to develop a set of simplifying assumptions to be 
used when assigning fertility, mortality, and migration 
parameters to each of the 590 counties of interest. The 
initial projections made for the company were based on the 
presumption that recently observed parameters would continue 
to describe the population of the West-North-Central region 
throughout the projection period. In the cases of the 
fertility and mortality, additional assumptions beyond 
this general proposition were needed due to a lack of data.

Fertility Parameters
As was noted earlier, several types of rates are 

available for use as the fertility parameter in a component 
projection formula. When forecasting aggregate populations, 
i.e. total residents of an area, the crude birth rate which 
gives the number of births per 1,000 population can be 
employed. If sufficiently detailed population data is



available, the general fertility rate which gives the 
number of births per 1,000 females may be used to improve 
the estimates of births by eliminating the variability

9

caused by varying female-to-male ratios in different areas. 
Finally, should sex and age specific population information 
be available, cohort-specific fertility rates which give 
the number of births to 1,000 women of a particular age or 
in a particular age grouping can be used to improve project
ions by eliminating the variability arising from differences 
in the proportion of women of various child-bearing ages 
among different areas. If cohort-specific rates are avail
able or can be derived for each small area of interest, then 
an additional source of error can be eliminated, that being 
the variability arising from differing local mores regarding 
timing of child birth, contraception, and family size.
However, while all three gauges of fertility just discussed 
are reported regularly by the Department of Health, Education 
and Welfare or the Census Bureau, their geographic frames 
of reference are large, i.e. metropolitan and non-metropolitan 
county groupings, states, and the entire country.^ It was, 
therefore, necessary to make some assumptions concerning

■'■See Vital Statistics of the United States, published 
yearly by H.E.W. and P-23 series publications of the Census 
Bureau.
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the fertility rates in small areas. Examination of the 
trends in crude birth rates of the states served by 
Northern indicates they have been converging during the 
past decade. Further, Pietro Balestra of Stanford Research 
Institute found that the standard deviation about the 
national average crude birth rate has been declining since 
1950, and he predicts this trend will continue."1" Finally, 
as the television viewing, car driving, airplane riding 
children of the 1960's become the adult majority of the 
1970's and 1980's, a fairly consistent set of urban attitudes 
toward childbearing are expected to rise as the dominant 
mores in most parts of Northern's service region.

Based on the three trends noted in the previous 
paragraph, it seemed reasonable to assume that the same 
set of cohort-specific fertility rates would describe the 
probably births in all the small areas of interest. Beyond 
this presumption, it was further decided that, initially, 
the rate structure used would be held constant throughout 
the forecast period. Since the 1971 cohort-specific rates 
were not available, the rates which characterized the six 
normally fertile female age cohorts during 1968, shown in 
Table 1, were employed by the model.

"*"P. Balestra, Basic Economic Projections: U. S. Population 
1965-1980; Stanford Research Institute; Menlo Park, California;
1964.
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Table 1. 1968 Cohort-Specific Fertility Rates
Age Cohort Rate3

15-19 0.0661
2 0-24 0.1674
25-29 0.1403
30-34 0.0749
35-39 0.0356
40-44 0.0096

Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, 
"Fertility Indicators: 1970", P-23: No. 36, April 16, 1971,
p. 12 .

This rate structure was chosen because the 1968 crude birth 
rate was quite similar to the 1971 crude birth rate which 
was in line with the downward trend in childbearing seen 
throughout the 19601s. The rates for 1969 and 1970, on the 
other hand, were considerably above those of 1968 and 1971 
and appear to be exceptions to the recent trend. The bulge 
of births between 1969 and 1970 is undoubtedly due to the 
massive influx of post-war babies into the childbearing 
ages. While the initial projections were based on a single 
constant rate structure, the forecasting model can, of 
course, accommodate different rate structures and cohort- 
specific rates which vary over time.

In order to obtain sex-specific projections, the total 
births computed by applying the cohort-specific fertility 
rates to the number of women in each fertile cohort must
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be separated into male and female components. This split 
was accomplished by applying a "female births to total 
births" ratio to the total births estimated. It was 
assumed that the ratio was the same for all counties within 
a state and the ratio for each state was defined as the 
average ratio for the period 1964 to 1968. Table 2 presents 
the ratios used in making the initial projections for 
Northern.

Table 2. Female Births to Total Births Ratios
State Ratio

Iowa .483
Kansas .487
Minnesota .487
Nebraska .491
North Dakota .487
South Dakota .489
Wisconsin .486

a Rates are five-year averages of data found in 
Vital Statistics of the United States.

Mortality Parameters
Turning now to mortality parameters, for the purpose 

of making the initial projections needed by Northern, it 
was assumed that a single set of age-specific survival 
rates would be used to adjust the populations of all small 
areas for probable deaths. This assumption was deemed

\
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reasonable because: 1) analysis showed that death rates 
since 1950 have tended to remain relatively stable;
2) evidence indicated that future rates could differ 
considerably from those adopted for the projections without 
significantly affecting overall forecasts. The specific 
parameters employed are shown in Table 3 on the next page. 
These values were obtained by annualizing a set of five- 
year rates estimated for the 1970 to 1975 half decade by 
the Francisco Bayo, actuary for the Social Security 
Administration.

Since 1950, the death rate in the United States varied
only slightly from its average level of 9.5 deaths per 1,000 

2population. This same consistency was also exhibited by 
the death rate of the West North Central region of the 
country though its mean level was somewhat higher —  10.0 
per 1,000 population. Further, all the states in the area 
were characterized by rates which never differed more than 
0.4 from their average levels during the decade of the 
1960's. Though mortality rates are seldom reported on a 
county basis, it seemed reasonable, in view of the trends

F. Bayo, United States Population Projections for 
OASDHI Cost Estimates: Actuarial Study No. 62 y Dept, of 
H.E.W., 1966.

U.S. Bureau of Census, Statistical Abstract of the 
United States, Washington, D . C., 1971.

2
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Table 3. Survival Rates

Age Male Ratea Female Rate
0 0.9780 0.9840

1-4 0.9990 0.9993
5-9 0.9995 0.9997
10-14 0.9992 0.9997
15-19 0.9984 0.9994
20-24 0.9983 0.9993
25-29 0.9983 0.9990
30-34 0.9978 0.9985
35-39 0.9965 0.9976
40-44 0.9944 0.9967
45-49 0.9909 0.9951
5 0-54 0.9860 0.9928
55-59 0.9790 0.9891
60-64 0.9680 0.9829
65-69 0.9545 0.9738
70-74 0.9350 0.9555
75+ 0.8559b b0.8735

Annualized version of five-year rates given in 
Actuarial Study No. 62, published by Social Security 
Administration, Dept. of Health, Education and Welfare.

k Rates are weighted averages of published 75-79, 80- 
84, and 85+ rates; weights=proportion of 1970 service area 
population in each of the three groupings.
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exhibited by larger units, to believe that the death 
probabilities in these small areas had been fairly stable 
in recent times. For this reason and because of the lack 
of evidence which would support expectations of a radical 
change in life expectancy, it was assumed that a single 
set of survival rates would be characteristic of the 
populations of all the small areas of interest. Additionally, 
it was assumed that this rate structure would not change 
during any year of the initial forecast period. While the 
presumption that the mortality parameters will remain 
constant over thirty years may seem highly unrealistic, it 
should be pointed out that even a very sizable deviation of 
actual rates from the constant rates used would cause only 
a small change in the final population estimates. The 
Alberta Oil and Gas Conservation Board discovered when 
making population projections for that Canadian province 
that if all death rates increased by 50 percent over those 
used in the forecasts, there would be a decrease of only 
3.9% in the expected population after fifteen years; a 
50 percent decrease in the mortality parameters resulted

1in a 4.6% increase in the projected number of residents.

Alberta Oil and Gas Conservation Board, Alberta 
Population Projections : 1966-1996, p. 23.
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Also, a check by Northern’s Economic Research Section 
showed that the estimated population in Iowa during 1975 
would fall by 2.3% if the assumed death rates were increased 
by one-half.

Migration Parameters
In making the initial projections needed by Northern, 

a unique set of age and sex specific migration rates were 
applied to the population of each of the small areas of 
interest; the rates used for a particular county were based 
on the net inward or outward movement experienced by each 
of its age-sex groupings between 1950 and 1960. Two 
assumptions were made in following this procedure; 1) net 
migration of each 5 year age cohort occurred uniformly 
throughout the decade, i.e. the groups increased or decreased 
on balance by the same percentage during each year between 
the 1950 and 1960 census; 2) age and sex specific rates 
would not change significantly during the projection period.

These procedures and assumptions were used because;
1) the large variations in net migration patterns between 
age groups within counties and between populations of 
different counties made the use of a universal set of 
rates impossible; 2) the theoretical models developed by
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demographers to estimate future migration rates require 
too much data and analysis to make them useful when a 
great number of county projections are desired; 3) the 
only age-sex specific set of migration rates developed 
with a consistent set of assumptions for all counties of 
interest is based on the 1950 and 1960 period.

One obvious difference in the migration experience of 
different counties is that the net effect of immigration 
and emigration is positive in some cases and negative in 
others. For example, McLean County, North Dakota saw a 
net outward movement of citizens during the decade of the 
1950's equal to 38.2 percent of its 1950 population; Anoka 
County, Minnesota, on the other hand, saw a net inward 
shift during the same period equal to 68.6 percent of its 
1950 population.^

The magnitude and sign of the migration parameter 
not only varies among counties, but also between age 
groupings within counties. For example, the 1950 age 
group of 15 to 19 year old females in Anoka County, 
Minnesota experienced a net growth due to in-migration

U.S. Department of Agriculture, Net Migration of the 
Population, 1950-1960 by Age, Sex, and Color, Vol. 1;
Part 2.
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of 255 percent; the 1950 age group of females 65 or over 
experienced a decline due to out-migration of 14 percent.1

Though the examples just cited are extreme, they 
indicate the potential impact migration can have on the 
populations of small areas during a period of ten years. 
Even in more usual cases, the possibility that rates may 
be either positive or negative adds an additional error 
dimension to the migration parameter not attached to either 
the fertility, or mortality, parameters which have unique 
signs. Therefore, it is necessary to use sets of county, 
sex, and age specific migration rates when making detailed 
population forecasts for small areas.

Historical rates were used in making the initial 
projections for two reasons. First, though several models 
have been developed to estimate the probable migration 
rates of an area based on expected relative income and 
job opportunity differentials, their informational and 
analytical requirements make them impractical tools to use 
when projections are desired for a large number of small 
areas. Second, comparatively little data is available

2 Ibid., pp. 228-230.
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about intercounty movement in the United States, especially
when age and sex detail is of interest. The only known
sets of age and sex specific migration rates available for
each county in Northern1s service area were developed by
the researchers at the University of Oklahoma for the U. S.

1Department of Agriculture. Decade rates were computed 
for each five-year age and sex grouping in each county by 
dividing the unexplained difference between the 1960 expected 
and 1960 actual populations by the actual 1950 population; 
the expected 1960 population was determined by applying a 
decade survival rate to the 1950 base population of each 
age group.

Since the U.S.D.A.'s rates were based on a ten-year
period, it was necessary to annualize them using the

10compound interest formulation l+r^^=(l+r^) , where r^Q is
the decade rate and r^ is the unknown annual rate of change. 
Computing the annual rates in this manner implicitly assumes 
that migration occurred uniformly throughout the decade.
While such was probably not the actual situation, no good 
basis exists for allocating the observed movement otherwise.

1 U. S. Department of Agriculture, Net Migration of the 
Population, 1950-1960 by Age, Sex, and Color, Vol. 1; Part 2, 
pp. 183-350.
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Because the initial projections are to be made under the 
assumption that recent trends will continue over the next 
two decades, it would be preferable to use migration 
parameters based on the 1960 and 1970 period rather than 
the 1950 and 1960 period. The U.S.D.A. has indicated to 
Northern that the 1960-1970 rates will not be available 
until late in 1973. When they are obtained, they will 
either be used directly in making additional forecasts or 
analyzed in conjunction with the 1950-1960 rate in order 
to arrive at a composite rate which would reflect the 
experience of the past twenty years.

I
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DISCUSSION OF COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHM

In order to make the detailed small area projections 
desired, the parameters discussed above were combined 
through two series of equations. One set of formulas 
estimates the number of persons, born prior to the year "t", 
who may be expected to remain in a particular county during 
that year. The other set of formulas estimates the number 
of children of each sex likely to be born during year t 
in a particular county. These equations were used to form 
the computational algorithm for the computer program which 
was designed to forecast the population of each county of 
interest during any specified year ahead of a census base 
year.

In discussing the mathematical model formulation, the 
following variables are used:

Identifier Description
B
F
M
PN
P
S
SI
R

births
fertility rates 
annual migration rates
population without considering migration 
population when migration is considered 
survival rates 
infant survival rates 
female-to-total-births ratio
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In conjunction with these variables, the following indices 
will be utilized:
Identifier Description Value

j sex identifier male, female
k estimated actual age 0,1,2,3,...85+
y county identifier Bureau of Standards code
^1 year in the decade 0,1,2,3, .. .9
fc10 decade 0,1,2,3---9
T projection year t-̂ +10 ( tig) * 00,01,02,...

Because of their unique nature and important role, the 
last three indices listed above deserve additional discussion. 
The use of decade migration rates as the mobility parameters 
made it necessary to identify the year in the decade for 
which projections were to be made. This function is ful
filled by "t"; this index shows how many years have elapsed 
since the most recent census year (t1=0). In order to know 
the calendar year for which projections were to be made, it 
was necessary to know how many decades or normal census 
years had elapsed since the base census year (tj_Q=0, known 
population). The index "t^g" fulfilled this function.
Thus, the "t^" and "t^g" indices act like counters and 
their sum "T", identifies the number of periods beyond 
the base year for which projections have been made. When 
"T" is added to base year, the sum gives the calendar year 
for which projections have been made. The following examples 
should make the joint operations of "t^", "t " and "T" clear.
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1) If projections were made for 1985 based on
1970 census data, then t^=5, t^Q=l, T=5+10(1)=15 
and the calendar year of projection would be 
1970 + 15 or 1985.

2) If projections were made for 1989, t-L=9, t^Q=l, 
T=(1)9+10(1)=19, and the calendar year of 
projection would be 1970 + 19 or 1989.

3) If projections were made for 1990, t1=0, t10=2, 
T=20, and the calendar year would be 1970 +
20 = 1990.

Projections of Specific Age-Sex Groupings

Two equations were used to estimate the probable number 
of persons of the jth sex and kth age who will remain in 
the yth county one year hence:

PN(j,k,y,T)=P(J,k-l,y,t-1)*S(j,k-1)
P (j,k,y,T)=PN(j,k,y,T)* (M(j,k-t1#y)+1)

This formulation computes the expected natural population 
of an age and sex grouping by applying the proper survival 
rate to the number of residents of that sex who were one 
year younger in the previous period. The natural population 
is then adjusted for probable migration by multiplying it 
by annual migration rate corresponding to the five-year 
age group to which persons of age k belonged during the 
last census year. This migration adjustment procedure was 
employed because of the reliance on decade migration rates 
and the assumption of uniform movement throughout the decade.
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Estimation of New Births
Three equations were employed to estimate the probable

number of new births of each sex, i.e., the number of 0
year olds. They were:

44B (0, y, T) = ̂  F (female,k) *P ( female ,k, y, T-l) 
k=15

B (female, 0, y, T) = (R*B (0, y, T) ) *SI (female)
B (male, 0, y, T) = ( (R-l) *B (0, y, T) ) *SI (male)

This formulation computes the number of births by applying 
the fertility rates corresponding to the 30 fertile ages 
to the number of women of each age in the yth county. The 
30 fertile ages are normally considered to be 15 thru 44; 
the fertility rates assumed for each age are those particular 
to the five-year group to which the age belongs (15 to 19,
20 to 24, ..., 40 to 44). The surviving children of each 
sex are estimated by employing the female-to-total-births 
ratio of the state in which yth county is located and the 
universal infant survival rates. A numeric example 
illustrating how the computational algorithm operates to 
project the population of a county is presented in Appendix 1.
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DISCUSSION OF COMPUTER PROGRAM

In order to handle the massive amount of data needed 
to make small area population projections and make the 
millions of required calculations, a computer program was 
written by Northern's Scientific Computing Department based 
on the model previously discussed. This program is designed 
to permit the user to forecast the populations of all 
counties in the Company's market planning region classified 
by age and sex during any specified year ahead of a base 
census year. Additionally, the program can provide summaries 
of the county projections for each year of interest grouped 
by state, by state and served by Northern, by state and not 
Northern served, by planning region, or by planning region 
served by Northern. Examples of the computer output are 
contained in Appendix 2.

The basic inputs used by the population projection 
program are: 1) the fertility, survival, and female-to- 
total births ratios shown in Tables 1, 2, and 3; 2) the 
annualized version of the U.S.D.A.'s county, age, and 
sex specific migration rates discussed in the section 
dealing with parameters, and 3) the 1970 populations of
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all counties of interest, classified by sex, grouped into
five-year age groups and taken from Fourth Count Census 

1summary tapes.
Though Fourth Count population values are based on a 

twenty percent sample of those interviewed during the 1970 
census, they are used extensively in research because they 
tie directly to other social and economic data such as 
income and occupation statistics which are also based on 
this sample. Inhabitants counts based on the complete 
census usually differ slightly from Fourth Count figures.

Since the source of population data presents the number 
of citizens classified into five-year age groups, the base 
population for each kth year of age was found by dividing 
the count for the age grouping in which it falls by 5.
The assumption implicit in this procedure is that the 
inhabitants of a given group were evenly distributed 
among the ages comprising that grouping.

A great deal of flexibility was built into the 
population projection program in order to insure that:
1) projections could be made for any sub-region or subgroup

These summary tapes are computer readable data 
records developed by the Census Bureau when it is preparing 
written reports in the PC(i)-D series entitled Social and 
Economic Characteristics.
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of counties, contiguous or not; and 2) the model could be 
used to simulate the effects of changes in one or more of 
the basic demographic characteristics on county, state, 
and regional population. These options may be exercised by 
simply coding a program control card indicating the options 
desired.

1
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SOURCES OF ERROR AND BIAS

Perhaps the biggest potential source of error in any 
forecasting model is the possibility that variables and 
parameters will fail to attain or maintain their expected 
levels. In the case of population projections, this can 
occur when, for example, couples decide to limit the size 
of their families for ecological reasons and thereby bring 
actual fertility rates down below anticipated rates. Since 
the large number of projections desired prohibits indepth 
analysis of trends in individual counties, the past must 
be relied upon heavily and the assumption made that recently 
observed trends will continue. Such a presumption, in a 
changing world, will undoubtedly cause errors of completely 
unpredictable magnitudes.

Another source of potential error arises when average 
rates developed from large geographic bases are applied to 
the population of a particular small area. If the county 
is small, as are the majority of those in Northern's service 
area, its past experience may have been quite different from 
that of most other counties, errors will surely arise. 
However, since the county is small, the errors in its 
projected population will make little difference in any 
estimate of state or regional population.
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Input Data
As was noted earlier, the base population information 

used in the Fourth Count Census data based on a 20 percent 
sample of the people enumerated in 1970. Therefore, these 
values are subject to some slight sampling error and will 
not agree precisely with the actual number of inhabitants. 
These differences are kept to a minimum by inflating the 
sample values by ratio estimators based on the actual county 
population counts.̂

An average national survival rate was used in deriving 
the county net migration rates rather than actual county 
deaths. Since the survival probability characteristic of 
a particular county would be equal to that aggregate rate 
only by chance, the migration parameters assumed in Northern's 
projections will misstate to some degree the actual net 
effect of population mobility. However, the errors arising 
from this source are not thought to be of great importance 
in light of the limited impact of changes in death rates 
noted earlier.

For a detailed discussion of the procedure for 
inflating sample data, see Bureau of Census publication, 
"Small-area Data Notes", Vol. 7: No. 1, January, 1972, 
pp. 6-7.
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Computational Algorithm
Some forecasting errors may arise because the model 

does not make adjustments for the differences between the 
record period of fertility and survival rates statistics 
and that of the population and migration values. However, 
such deviations would be of little consequence because of 
the relatively small number of persons of a particular age 
in most small areas of interest.

If people are not evenly distributed among the single 
years of age making up a five-year age group, the method
used in the computer projection program could lead to some

|

erroneous projections. Assigning 20 percent of the residents 
in a five-year grouping to a particular age could result in 
under or over estimation of the future populations of other 
single-year ages. The magnitude and direction of these 
errors would depend upon the deviation of the actual age 
group pyramids from the even distributions assumed. However, 
it is thought the size of the errors would be small in most 
cases due to the small number of people assigned to any one 
age-sex class. Additionally, it is felt that the effect of 
positive and negative errors in single-year of age 
projections will be offsetting when individual ages are 
added into group totals, county totals, and state totals.



Errors in forecasts could also arise because the 
population was not classified according to color as well 
as age and sex and special parameters applied to minority 
races. However, this source of deviation is of potential 
importance only in large metropolitan counties and a few 
Indian reservation counties. Therefore, the benefits of 
adding race sophistications to the model do not justify 
the required amount of effort and additional data costs.

In light of the potential magnitude of errors caused 
by the general sources of differences discussed above,
i.e. failure of experience to match expectations and large

1local deviation of demographic characteristics from the 
averages reflected in the parameters used, the size of 
those that might arise from the sources discussed is 
probably of minor importance. Thus, while the model could 
have been complicated at relatively large incremental cost 
to provide more precise estimates, the model's accuracy 
would have been effected only slightly.

In spite of the limitations and the error sources of 
the model described here, the procedure and program developed 
in the course of the Small Area Population Projection project 
will provide the best forecasts available of the detailed 
populations characteristics of geographic areas as 
disaggregate as counties.
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CONCLUSION

The precise nature of the model discussed in this 
analysis is of secondary importance. Of greater importance, 
is that in performing the analysis a greater appreciation 
of the usefulness of operations research methods and the 
computer as a management tool is gained. Certainly it 
becomes obvious, as one becomes aware of the complexities 
of the various formulae and the voluminous amount of data 
involved, that it would not be feasible to perform manually 
any in-depth analysis of other than a very limited nature. 
We are today involved in an era of accelerating change. 
Accompanying this change has been a period of unparalleled 
growth. The manager of tomorrow who is lacking in the 
fundamentals of operations research and data processing 
techniques, which can be of immeasurable value in helping 
him deal with this changing environment, will be at a 
hopeless disadvantage. Granted, their are skeptics who 
would completely disagree, contending that there is no 
place for operations research and the computer in the area 
of managerial decision-making. I suggest that time will 
reveal, quite lucidly, who is correct.
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Projection of Preconceived Ages
I. Problem: Determine the population of 15 year-old 

males in county "y" in 1971.
Given: 1970 population of males 10 to 14 years 

old in county "y" = 697;
Survival rate for males 10 to 14 in all 
counties = 0.999;
Decade migration for males 10 to 14 of 
county "y" = -0.505, equivalent annual 
rate = -0.069.

General Equations:
PN(j,k,y,T)=P(j,k-l,y,T-l)*S(j,k-l)
P(j,k,y,T)=PN(j,k,y,T)*(M(j,k-t1,y)+l)

Equations Specific to the Problem:
PN ( 0,15 , y, 1 ) =P ( 0,14, y, 0) *S ( 0,14) 
P(0,15,y,l)=PN(0,15,y,l) *(M(0,14,y)+l)

Solution: i
1) P(0,14,y,0)=0.2(697)=139
2) PN(0,15,y,l)=139(0.999)=138.886
3) P (0,15,y,l)=138.886(1+(-0.069))

=138.886(0.931)
=129

II. Problem: Determine the population of 15 year-old 
males in county "y" in 1972.

Given: 1971 estimated population of 15 year-old 
males ;
Survival rate for males 15 to 19 in all 
counties = 0.998;
Equivalent annual migration rate for 10 to 
14 year-old males in county "y" = -0.069.

General Equation:
Same as above.

Equations specific to the problem:
PN(0,16,y,2)=P(0,15,y,l)*S(0,15) a 
P(0,16,y,2)=PN(0,16,y,2)*M(0,14,y)+l)
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Solution:
1) Since the base population was split 

into single years of age during the 
first projection, no 5-year group 
breakdown is necessary.

2) PN(0,16,y,2)=129(0.998)=128.742
3) P(0,16,y,2)=128.742(1+(-0.069))

=128.742(0.931)
=120

Estimation of New Births
I. Problem: Estimate the number of males less than 

1 year old in county "y" in 1971.
Given: 1970 county "y" populations of females

15 to 19 = 546, 20 to 24 = 523, 25 to 29 =
614, 30 to 34 = 592, 35 to 39 = 559, and 
40 to 44 = 500;
Fertility rates for all counties for each 
of the six groups listed above of 0.0661,
0.1674, 0.1403, 0.0749, 0.0359 and 0.0096 
respectively;
Female-to-total-birth ratio for state in 
which "y" county is located is 0.483;
Male infant survival rate for all counties 
= 0.978.

General Equations:
44

B(0,y,T)=5>(l,k) *P (l,k, y, T-l) 
k=15

B(0,0,y,T)=((1-R)*B(0,y,T))*SI(0)
Equations specific to the problem:

44
B(0,y,l)=5F(l,k)*P(l,k,y,T-l)

k=15
B (0, 0,y,l) = ((1-0.483)*B(0,y,l))*SI(0)

Solution:
1) B (0,y,1)=546(0.0661)+523(0.1674)+614(0.1403) 

+592(0.0749)+559(0.0359)+500(0.0096)
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B ( 0 , y , l ) = 3 6 . 0 9 + 8 7 . 5 5 + 8 6 . 1 4 + 4 4 . 3 4 + 2  0 . 07  
+ 4 . 8 0 = 2 7 8 . 9 9

2) B ( 0 , 0 , y , 1 ) = ( 2 7 8 . 9 9 ( 1 - 0 . 4 8 3 ) ) * 0 . 9 7 8  
= ( 2 7 8 . 9 9 ( 0 . 5 1 7 ) ) * 0 . 9 7 8  
= 1 4 4 . 2 4 ( 0 . 9 7 8 )
=141

awhile K in 1972 equals 15, has a value of 2; 
therefore, the same migration rate is used in 1972 as was 
used in 1971.



Appendix 2.
Example of the Output 

From the Small Area Population 
Projection Computer Program
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POPULATION PROJECTION FOR THE COUNTY OF 0*KOTA

1950 1952

A6E N r TOTAL M F TOTAL N

0* « *2*3 7 7 4 7 l«O lO *056 7578 15633 »032
5 - 9 9576 9q4* 18620 9316 8780 18096 9262

10-1* 885« 8699 17557 9191 9105 18296 9418

15-19 -----59*3 "~*003 “ 119*6 T34*------753* — r m o "7968
20-2* 39o5 5293 9j98 5123 «105 11229 5749
25-29 5829 *2*1 12090 5*88 6353 11**1 5312

30-3« *9*0 5020 996o 5674 5869 11543 6 0 8 6
33-39 «694 *075 8769 $00« 4643 9647 5219

—  405* *3972 "»02* « 0 9 *110 8519 *4601

•5-«9 36*3 3301 6964 3831 3619 7449 3941
30-5« 2734 2819 5553 3q7 0 3031 6101 3235
55-59 2112 2292 «•04 2279 2470 4749 2380

TO -6« 1626 1737 3363 1700 1912 3612 1737
•5-69 11*7 1385 2532 1215 1478 2693 1247
20-7« 91* - 1021 1935 877 1092 1969 862

»♦. 1152 1707 2859 11*0 1694 2834 1119

TOTALS 69432 70376 13980» 73720 75372 149091 76110

BATE» 04/27/72 
PAGE» "*

MINNESOTA

FOR COUNTIES SERVED BY NNG

1953 1954 I960

F TOTAL M F TOTAL N F TOTAL

7586
8694
9277

l5 « l8
17955
18695

6q69
9262
9686

7664
8639
9*26

15734
17901
19112

I05o8
9608

10512

100®1
9230
9593

20589
18339
20105

8238
6539
6432

*1614*
12288
11744

1378
6383
5133

*8893
6993
6537

17277
13376
11«70

10432*
8633
8274

*no 8 r
1035*
9275

20*53
18936
17543

6353
4977
*194

1 2 * * 1
10196
8796

6537
5479
48q3

6 6 8 0
5346
4790

13*18
1 0 8 2 *
*V093

*271
«420
•6715

8393 
8842 
6551 -

1*664
17252
17276

3788
3141
2577

7730
6376
«956

4070
3396
2492

3965
3254
2695

8035
6650
5187

5283
4290
3344

4713
42»l
3386

9996
8531
6730

1988
1525
1129

3725
2772
1991

1773
1278
649

2056
1572
1168

3829
2850
2016

2*381
1*52
961

7753
1877
1403

"5139
3330
2364

1679 2798 1091 1659 2750 971 1731 2702

78116 15*227 7868 C 81038 159718 98026 102569 200595

OJ00



fopulatiun projection for the county of henncpin

1950 1952

ACE II F to tal N F to tal N

O’  « 4 l f i7 3**51 8 166d «5437 435i 7 8895« «77 03
5- 9 47769 461)7 6 93845 45443 44773 90216 4*158

10-1« «8625 «6955 95580 50204 50713 100917 50179

15-19 12578- 175^3 ' VQTOl "48184* ~50816 "99076 50767
10-2« «00* 6 51491 9 1587 42573 5oi67 *27*0 44779
25-29 36779 37327 74 iq 6 38q i6 «2298 8031« 36812

30*3« 28«81 27824 56305 31564 31395 62759 33051
35-3» 2««32 25546 49978 25964 2*403 52366 26672

;«i»*5 ----2622V '27371 536^0 Z542V "25569 5T*76 25036

45-49 261«6 27933 5«o79 25849 27468 53317 25770
50-54 229« 0 25127 48q67 23592 25809 «9*00 23961
55-59 1 * 2 6 0 22303 «1563 19745 22812 42556 2007«

¥0-6« "16702 19897 36599 16406 20051 36458 16306
45-69 12059 17271 29330 12571 17344 2991* 12775
70-74 9646 15209 25 055 9345 1*683 24028 9139

75» 1387* 2*743 38617 133*6 2* 171 375 17 12963

to tals  «57553 502527 960089 473665 51900» 992673 482345

DATE« 04/27/72 
*>AGEl 7

‘ FOR COUNTIES SERVED BY NNG

, MINNESOTA

1953 195* 1960

F to tal N F to tal H F to tal

«5722
«3506
51643

*3*25
87664

101622

50331
«2791
«9575

*8299
«1»13
51632

9863!
84603

101407

65*66
52864
«097«

62*59
51610
39411

127*2'
10**73
60<16

516*0
50516
««6q5

1 0 * 6 0 8
95297
63*17

53732
«7662
39726

57319 
S i 563 
«679 7

111050
99245
86523

"45817
65452
61826

"55575 
6 17q4 
59772

105537
1*7156
121595

33063
2 6 6 1 0
26179

66H 3
53*82
51215

3<5o2
273*2
2*650

3*652
27203

"25797

6915* 
54546

"" 50**7"

«1368
3«905

T723T

*62*3
3*910

"27220"

67665 
6931« 

'5T43*

27289
26164
23092

53059
501*5
43166

25736
2*356
20*56

271««
26581
23389

52880
50939
«3844

23755
2*727
22767

2513*
26*30
25687

«3389
51156
«3*5*

201*6
17364
14496

36*54
30159
23636

16233
129*8
8957

20256
17*25
1*353

36489
30373
23310

18126 
12751 
9386

21775
17862
1*233

39902-
30613
23619

23752 36715 12527 23267 3579« 10632 21098 31730

52803V 1010376 «9 15*7 537690 1029236 561050 612*53 13T3S03

u>
XD

/
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POPULATION PROJECTION FOR Tm. STATE, of MINNESOTA

• 19$0 1912

AGE M r total N F to tal N

10“ 1*

• 6 3 4 4
«9931
«7378

82575
9549q
94610

l689j9
195421
l? i988

90367
95334

101407

86437
92827

101985

l7 6b05
188212
203392

»3342
93225

102332

'15-19
20-24
25-29

" T i 734
70354
7021«

87571
89441
71341

169305"
159795
141560

*93893
78872
71746

97380"
91047
79158

171272 
1699 19 
150903

99427
34842
72910

30-34
35-39
«o-*1

5554 0 
4858o 
49334

54893
48741
50682

110433
97321

100216

62254 
51886 
49 37 3

62170
51650
50113

124424 
103536 

* «9486

65787
53609
49368

45-49
30-54
35-59

47593
41o»5
35082

49403
44590
39530

96996
85675
74612

48019
42735
35864

49728
45902
40524

97747
6 8 6 3 8
76388

48389
43654
36414

*0-64
*5-69
70-74

28933
20856
17144

33962
29664
25728

62895
50520
42872

.2919}
21814
16242

34799 
297 08 
24996

63992
51521
41238

29388
22224
15673

75* 23767 41352 65119 22985 40492 63477 22374

TOTALS S74Q74 939573 1813647 912036 978916 1890952 933158

DATE« 04/27/72 
PAGE« 10

u

-

FOR ALL COUNTIES -SERVED AND NOT SERVEO-

1913 19^4 1910

F to tal N F to tal N F to tal

a«3i4 
908 i5  

1 0« 0®4

t8 2656 
184 (j4 0
2 0 6 4 16

97 l4 7
’ 1164

102478

’ 300«
68342

10*949

l ’ o i5 t 
179506
2 0 7 *2 7

" 12’ 879 
1Q733A 
92987

1 2 *
103454
89075

254038
210735
l8 2 0S2

io 3 r n
9 3 5 9 9
83028

203238
176441
155938

10**92
92062
74391

11*13*4
97412
86919

215636
189475
161310

103513
122299
126640

11«1*7 
153343 
124059

2T776 5 
275643 
250699

65873
5320’
49871

131660
IO6 8 1 8
99247

69470
55391
49416

69644
54843
49680

139114
110234
A9TJ96

85721
77860
59033

9508 3 
76615 
5917?

I 8 0 8 0 *
154475

“ IT741T

50021
46634
41105

98409
90288
77520

48862
44634
37061

50*03
47416
41742

99264
92050
78803

49926
48420
42603

50143
50675
46442

100069
99095
890*5

35239
29742
24752

64627 
51966 
406 25

296 18 
22590 
15547

35693
29784
24577

653 tO 
52374 
40124

33205
23878
16615

3T351
31746
24324

72556
5562*
40939

39828 62202 21664 39046 60709 18499 3S?8l 54280

1000933 1934U90 955986 1024796 1980782 1138414 1216877 8355291

4*.O



POPULATION PROJECTION FOR THE STATE Of MINNESOTA

1950

AGE N r to tal

6"  « 6 6 3 4 4 82575 ,689,9
5- 9 99931 9549o 195421

10*14 97378 94610 191988

15-1?---- '11734- 77571 169505
ao-24 70354 89441 159795
25-29 70219 71341 141560

10-34 55540 54893 110433
15-3» 48580 48741 97321

l f * ( l '-49534 ' T053Z 100213

♦5-49 47593 494 03 96996"
50-54 41085 44590 85675
55-59 35o*2 39530 74612

'*0-54 '“  "28933 33932 32895
65-69 20856 29664 50520
70-74 17144 25728 42872

75* ' 23767 41352 65119

to tals 874074 939573 1813647

OATEl 04/27/72
PÀ5EÌ 11

1952

N F TOTAL N

»03»'
95384

101407

8 6 4 3 7
92827

101985

,76805
188212
203392

’ 3342
93225

102332

- -93893 
78872 
71746

" 97380"
’ 1047
79158

"191272
169919
150903

99427
84642
72910

62254
51886
49371

62170 
51650 
30113

124424
103536 
- 99*85

65787
53609
49368

48019
42735
35864

49728
45902
«0524

97747
88638
76388

48389
43654
36414

79193
21814
16242

34799
29708
24996

’ 63992 
51521 
41238

79388
22224
15873

22985 40492 63477 22374

912036 978916 1690952 933158

FOR COUNTIES SERVED 8V NNG

1953 195« I960

r TOTAL N r t o t a l N F t o t a l

893 jfl
90815 

10«O8«

, 8 2 6 5 6
184040
2 0 6 « l6

97,47
91164

102478

’ 3oo*
88342

104949

l9 015 l
1795 06 
207427

, 29879 
. 107334 

92987

I2 * l”103154 
89 q7S

25 « 038
21071$ 
18 Z ; 5 2

103811
93599
83028

70J238
178441
155938

roT392
92062
74391

~ u m «
97412
86919

21583*
189475
161310

103513"
122299
126640

Y f  «247 
153343 
124059

2T77T3
275513

250559

65873
53209
49879

131660
1068,8
99247

69470
55391
49416

69644
54843
49680

139H4
110234
99Q96

85721 
77860 

"59 03J

95 08 3 
76615 
-58379

18 0 S C * 
154475 
117413

50021
46634
41105

98409
90288
77520

48862
44634
37061

50403
47416
41742

99264
92050
78803

49926
48420
42603

50143 
50675 
4644 2

100059
99095
890*5

35237
29742
24752

'*1627
51966
40625

29613
22590
15547

35693
29784
24577

65311$
52374
40124

“ 33205
23878
16615

“ 39351
31746
24324

72 5TS 
55624 
«6939

39828 62202 21664 39046 60709 18499 35781 54250'

1000933 ,9 34 q 9 q 955986 1024796 1980782 1138414 1216877 2355291

/
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